
The only Microsoft Word Add-in that enables you to create S1000D XML output 

from Word.

Simply write your Procedural, Descriptive or Illustrated Parts content in Word, 

and output to S1000D  XML in a single click ready for import into your CSDB.

Extend your S1000D creation with the Word Add-in that makes creating 

S1000D content possible for anyone across your organisation

Simplify S1000D authoring with the familiarity of Word  and option to 

copy and paste from existing Word documents

Ensure compliance with full control over project specific attributes

Reduce costs by creating S1000D XML in your existing Word desktop 

tool without the need for user training or IT support

S1000D for Microsoft Word - Author 
Add-in. 



Create S1000D in the World’s most 
common authoring environment.

Supporting organisations across the S1000D data  

supply chain with more intuitive, flexible and powerful authoring  

and collaboration solutions. 

Xignal is developed by GPSL, experts in complex information management and 

publishing, with particular strengths in XML and S1000D. We are based in the 

UK, USA and Australia and our customers include leading aerospace and 

defence organisations worldwide.

Contact us today for a Demo: info@xignal-s1000d.com

www.xignal-s1000d.com

Please note, the S1000D for Word Add-in is only compatible with the desktop version of 

Microsoft Word from 2007 onwards.

Automatic S1000D DM creation 

All XML markup generated for you with 

your MS Word content added in the 

respective elements.

Automated grpahic file extraction

Graphic files automatically extracted and 

assigned an Information Control Number 

(ICN).

Pre defined templates

Add support equipment, supplies, spares, 

required persons by filling in the 

document template areas.

Suitable for multiple Issues of S1000D

Output to S1000D 2.3, 4.1, 4.2 and 5.0 

XML (contact us for others).

Automatic IdStatus population

Populates IdStatus section (DMC, 

techName, InfoName, CAGE codes and 

more).

Automatic table insertion

Tables automatically extracted and 

converted to the CALS table format and 

inserted into your DM.

Supports template modification

Make template modifications for more 

advanced configurations to meet project 

requirements.

No S1000D or XML experience needed

Suitable for anyone with experience of 

creating documents in MS Word.

Element cross-referencing

Internal figure/table/para/step/etc 

cross-referencing with automatic 

generation of elements and attributes.

Supports reference to external DMs

Reference external DMs in your Word 

document and create links upon export to 

XML.

Customised project set up

Configurable settings including reference 

prefixes, CAGE codes and various other 

project settings.

Compatible with all S1000D CSDBs

Instantly create S1000D DMs ready for 

import into your, or your customers, 

S1000D CSDB.


